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Introduction 
This document captures the three use cases in the Financial Inclusion realm, from the prioritized list 

identified in IDRBT’s FinTech Forum.  

 UC-FI-01 - Next generation platform to improve trust and expand coverage in remote areas 

 UC-FI-02 - Voice enabled banking and financial services in local languages 

 UC-FI-03 - Banking on feature phones – simplifying USSD or usage of alternate means 

Change Tracking: 

Ver:1.0 – Nov 2 2019 – First release – almost verbatim from UseCases-BFX-0.6.docx. 

 

UC-FI-01: Improve trust and expand coverage in remote areas 
End users are not using their Kisaan RuPay cards or other financial inclusion (FI) instruments for multiple 

reasons. E.g. customers refuse to take the digital card, fearing that family member will misuse the card if 

it is at home; or business correspondent (BC) does not have the trustworthy tool level support to serve 

them when there is no data network; or customers don’t trust the BC. This use-case explores solutions for 

the same, assuming that some of the components can be redesign to better support FI. While part of 

scenario brings in some aspects of solution –better design alternatives will likely be uncovered by FinTechs 

as they solve this use case. 

The use case delves into two sample scenarios – but can expand to more complicated scenarios like 

insurance premium/claim for tractor or crop etc.  

A. Proof of liveness – for DBT, pension, etc. as well as a building block for Authentication 

B. Cash-in / Cash-out using Business Correspondent (BC) 

Deployment Assumption: Solution enabled by a Trusted Financial-inclusion Device [TFD] carried by BC. 

TFD may be a tablet or similar with multiple cameras, microphone+speaker (possibly with headphone) 

and biometric devices and printer connected using USB/Bluetooth. The requirements for TFD can be 

relaxed to a generic mobile device, for low assurance services, like reconfirming the status of some prior 

transaction. 
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Figure 1Possible Deployment Device and Operating Modes 

Operating mode: HA - High Assurance (negligible risk): 4G or better data connectivity to live stream video 

at low frame rate; MA - Moderate Assurance (very little risk): voice connectivity (data in voice at few 

KBPS); LA - Low Assurance – infra in the field (disaster recovery/blackout/lack of infra – e.g. tribal or hilly 

areas). LA mode is further categorized as LAP: LA with Pre-authorized (some risk, limited to few accounts) 

transactions by the BC by collecting details before visiting the field and LAA (some risk, external policy 

needed to mitigate the residual risk): LA in Ad-hoc (high risk) where the transaction was not foreseen, but 

executed to ensure FI, with low-value transactions. LAA is similar to offline PoS transaction (e.g. in flight 

mode); but adds significant security checks in this proposal. 

Note that satellite-enabled tablets can be used to move the LAP and LAA modes closer to MA mode. But 

the customer device (e.g. cell phone) will not have details to complete the transaction feedback loop. 

 

Proof of Liveness: 
HA Mode:  

Live streaming from multiple camera’s (with audio recording) to ascertain the user behaviour and 

environment (e.g. mugging) possibly coupled with Biometric [finger-print/retina/voice/gait 

based] and a real-time transaction key (OTP / message from the central server to ensure live 

capture). As the customer’s account details is entered, the TFD may download the image of 

customer, to provide first level feedback to the business correspondent and possibly do primitive 

user profile match. All the sensed information is streamed to server in close to real-time [over 

faster than one Mbps connection] using suitable encryption. All analysis and confirmation done 

on server and results shared back within 5 seconds. 

MA Mode:  

Since high bandwidth digital communication is not possible, instead of live streaming, the data is 

locally stored on TFD and a hash of the captured components [video] + key features of Audio + 

biometric and other small fields (total size of less than 8 KB) uploaded to central server. In the 

absence of data connectivity, audio range tones can be used for low bandwidth communication. 

The real-time transaction key is still sent over SMS/voice call. Later when TFD gets better 

connectivity, it uploads the details to the server. The server analyses the details and generates a 

confirmation that can be shared back with the user through SMS. First response after the 
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summary data is received; the system will be in moderate assurance mode. Later when complete 

recording is received, the system is as good HA mode. 

LAP Mode:  

Since neither data nor voice connectivity is available, it is not possible to receive a message from 

server in real-time. The BC will download a pre-authorized transaction key from the server, for 

each of the customers s/he will be serving during the next visit. Once they enter the details of the 

customer, the key is unlocked using the biometric+PIN of the BC. Thereafter all the data is 

recorded locally on the TFD. A summary hash is generated for all the recorded content. The key 

transaction fields and hash is printed and shared with the customer as transaction receipt. Once 

the TFD is back on network, it uploads all the recording and summary fields + hashes with the 

server. A compromised TFD or collusion of BC with customer pose risks in this scenario. Since the 

transaction was pre-authorized, the risks are limited to the pre-authorized customers. Additional 

checks can be used to audit the TFD, sanitize and analyze the details being uploaded back to the 

server, and track the BC behavior to reduce the residual risks.  

LAA Mode:  

In rare cases, the BC may have to serve customers that have not been pre-approved, e.g. in a post-

disaster response scenario. In such cases the TFD will generate random transaction key on behalf 

of the server and complete the capture process similar to LAP mode. Later when data is uploaded 

to server, the TFD also uploads the list of transaction keys it generated. Compared to LAP, 

additional checks have to be done for all these transactions, depending on the customer’s risk 

classification. 

 

Cash Transactions: 
For cash-in, biometric + PIN of BC will be required to ensure transaction completion. For LAP and LAA 

modes, there is a small risk for customers of final settlement not reflecting back on the server (E.g. BC 

resetting the device or TFD getting lost). In such cases, the customer should be educated to utilize the 

transaction receipt to get their passbook updated during next BC visit or when they visit the bank. 

A subset of proof of liveness(where cash handout is recorded in the video) coupled with available balance 

in customers account can be used for HA, MA and LAP modes for cash-out. For LAA, since account balance 

is not known, a low threshold can be set, so that a BC does not dispense cash beyond a limit, thus limiting 

the risk; while achieving moderate inclusion even in remote terrain / post-disaster scenarios. 

Some of the benefits of the proposed system 
By relying on multiple camera’s (stereo vision + 360-degree capture), many of the malpractices can be 

reduced. Presently such video capture systems are not commoditized, but the costs can be reduced when 

manufactured at scale. 

The USB dock for TFD can enable additional features like Aadhaar enrolment/update; passbook update; 

bill payment receipts etc. Usage of USB-dock / Bluetooth to connect TFD with other components increases 

the risk of interception-based attacks when compared with tightly integrated solutions. Given the 

significant changes happening in terms of regulation and innovations in biometric-realm, it is desirable to 

stay modular and design secure communication between the components.  
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Usage of audio (coupled with local language support) will help reduce the gap for digitally illiterate users. 

For the tech-savvy users (e.g. urban locations), the TFD based design allows privacy-preserving 

transaction, by eliminating the role of BC.  

The TFD also limits the scope of malpractice on behalf of the BC. 

Risks of the proposed system 
For HA and MA modes, since the customer can rely an SMS / voice call on their cell phone, in addition to 

verifying their profile details submitted to the bank. For LAP and LAA modes, the transaction loop is not 

closed in real-time, hence they pose higher risks. In such offline modes, the customers will need to ensure 

that their passbooks are periodically updated to settle the transaction, and minimize the risks. 

The design of TFD and peripherals is important to ensure that there is no man-in-the-middle attack, 

especially for LAP and LAA modes.  

A compromised (fake device) carried by a malicious person, claiming to be a BC is a risk for LAP/LAA 

modes. The usage of profile details (e.g. customer picture) reduces the risk for LAP. For LAA mode, this 

risk cannot be reduced using technology without compromising on FI. It can be overcome by improving 

customer awareness and better law enforcement. 

 

Appendix 1 – some of the challenges captured from multiple sources 

A. RuPay Kisan Card not actively being used: 

 Farmers are not interested in using ATM cards as they do not feel safe/comfortable when 

using the card; they fear that fraudsters can cheat them. 

 Some card owners are not comfortable keeping the card with themselves as they feel 

their relatives can use it (or force them to use it) and withdraw the entire amount. 

 In rare cases, customers have created trouble for the bank representatives claiming that 

the transaction was not done by them, but the money is debited. Lack of video recording 

(like that of a full fledged ATM) and other proof around the transaction puts the BC in a 

tight spot. 

 Many customers do not feel comfortable if the business correspondent knows all the 

transaction details. 

B. Only basic transactions possible on present Micro-ATMs 

C. No consistent approach to handle transactions when there is no network connectivity 

 

Pilot and test criteria: TBD – FI Cohort? 
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UC-FI-02: Voice and local languages 
This use case explores enhancing/simplifying user experience in financial inclusion realm by a) exploiting 

audio as technology enabler; and b) utilizing multilingual and graphical user interfaces. We expect voice 

biometric and audio-UI as the two primary enablers. We are open to include other disruptive applications 

in subsequent revisions. 

Possible touch points - ATM, Mobile Apps, Micro-ATM, PoS, Kiosk (Laptop based Micro-ATM), IVRS 

Key requirements: 

A. At any transaction point, shift from graphical to text based UI to voice and vice-versa 

B. Support at least three languages in India, with design capable of additional languages 

C. As an option, integrate voice based customer authentication in native language 

D. Primary transactions are around payments, cash-in, cash-out 

Simplifications: Limited verb for transactions, handling of sub-dialects is optional 

Example Scenario: Authentication and cash withdrawal using Micro-ATM 

Customer approaches the BC for cash withdrawal. The BC initializes the Micro-ATM in native language, 

enters basic account details (or swipes the customer’s card) and hands over to the customer.  

 The customer can enable/disable audio interaction mode.  

 Key-buttons are emphasised and their text read out in native language. 

o Other UI elements like soft-press or light tap can be used to provide audio output related 

to specific GUI elements. 

 Text boxes (e.g. amount entry for cash withdrawal) can take audio input. 

 Instead of PIN / biometric – the authentication may utilize voice sample around key phrase that 

is to be repeated. 

 Before the transaction is being completed, an audio (from text) about the transaction details is 

communicated to user (possibly using head-phone or speaker) before final confirmation. 

 The user interface may allow for pure voice based transaction (e.g. similar to Alexa integration for 

some banks). Since the Micro-ATM is a shared devices, additional security / privacy and non-

repudiation needs to be done for the transactions. 

Pilot and test criteria: TBD: FI Cohort 
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UC-FI-02: Banking using feature phones 
In absence of cellular data connectivity (remote areas or low cost devices), the end users are relying on 

USSD for basic transactions. The sequential nature of USSD and limited context in the user-interface limits 

the User Experience. 

This use case, proposes multiple ways of enhancing the user experiences on feature phone. It can utilize 

a mix of IVR, low bandwidth data over voice, audible QR codes, SMS, value-added services through U/SIM 

Application Toolkit etc. to provide transaction capabilities using simple UI on feature phones (Sub ₹1000). 

Example Scenario: Vegetable / Kirana seller is receiving payment from a customer who only has a feature 

phone: 

 Using Smart Phone (Android App) generates an audio QR for a transaction.  

 The customer launches a SIM based app to call a pre-published number (e.g. toll free / subsidized 

call) from their feature phone and relays the audio QR to the server of PSP.  

 The PSP checks account balance etc. and generates an SMS back to user device.  

 The user responds to the SMS to confirm the transaction. 

 The PSP transfers the amount to the seller. 

 Other innovations and simplifications can be implemented 

Open questions: 

 How do we categorize the feature phones? 

 Who will load the app on the SIM during production? 

Pilot and test criteria: TBD: FI Cohort 

 

 


